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tmospheric rivers (ARs) are long, narrow corridors of water vapor transport that serve as
the primary mechanism to advect moisture
into midlatitude continental regions, including the
U.S. West Coast. Associated precipitation comprises a
majority of western U.S. precipitation and accounts for
50% of California’s annual water supply. Conversely,
ARs have been responsible for major destructive flooding events and the bulk of insurance claims in the
West over the past 40 years. Considerable effort has
been dedicated to understanding AR physics, dynamics, and predictability, to both maximize the potential
benefits of these systems through effective water management and minimize their hazardous impacts.
Although western U.S. forecasting of floods and
the precipitation that causes them has improved over
time, major gaps remain at 0–4-day lead time that
limit decision support for water management and
hazard mitigation. Many of these challenges result
from errors in the prediction of AR landfall position,
intensity, orientation, duration, and temperature.
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Forecasting ARs remains a challenge due in part to their formation
and propagation over the ocean,
where in situ and surface-based
observations are extremely limited.
Moreover, while satellite data assimilation has greatly improved
global model forecast skill, it is
limited and error-prone in regions
of deep clouds and precipitation
collocated with ARs. Research from
the 2014 CalWater Field Campaign
in Northern California contended
that augmented airborne monitoring of offshore ARs was necessary
to improve understanding and prediction of dynamic and thermodynamic processes in cloud-obscured
regions of AR evolution. To this end,
Atmospheric River Reconnaissance
(AR Recon) represents an important
research and operations partnership between multiple academic institutions,
state and federal agencies, and stakeholders.
The AR Recon campaign is a multiyear cooperative effort to develop and test the potential
of targeted airborne observations to improve
forecasts of AR impacts on the U.S. West Coast
at lead times of less than 5 days.
In AR Recon campaigns, aircraft from
NOAA [Gulfstream IV (G-IV)] and the U.S
Air Force (two C-130s) were strategically stationed ahead of events to collectively sample
ARs in the eastern Pacific to support physical process studies and observational data
assimilation. During the first season of AR
Recon (2016), dropsonde observations were
collected in three ARs using the two USAF
C-130 aircraft. Global Positioning System airborne radio occultation (GPS-ARO) measurements aboard the G-IV were implemented in
2018 and 2020, and deployed drifting buoys
were upgraded to include barometers in 2019
and 2020 to support the project’s forecast improvement objectives.

AR recon mission planning

The AR Recon 2016, 2018, 2019, and 2020 campaigns were conducted between late January
and mid-March of each winter season, coinciding with the climatological peak of AR activity
in California. Daily weather briefings focused
on the position, intensity, and evolution of
ARs expected to make landfall on the West
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Integrated vapor
transport (color
shading; kg m –1 s –1),
sea level pressure
(contours; hPa),
and dropsonde
locations from the
G-IV and two C-130s
(cyan symbols)
during an AR Recon
IOP on 27 Jan 2018.

Coast at short- and medium-term lead times
(1–3 days and 3–7 days, respectively), focusing
on model-to-model differences and ensemble-based forecast uncertainty. The briefings
were followed by a discussion of optimal observation targets and flight-track planning.
Observation targeting was supported by
the use of the COAMPS moist adjoint model,
which was run to evaluate the sensitivity of
precipitation forecasts over the West Coast to
perturbations in the moisture and wind initial
conditions several days prior to AR landfall,
as well as ensemble-based sensitivity analysis from both the ECMWF and GFS ensembles,
which emphasize synoptic-scale differences
between members evolutions that are associated with significant weather features at the
initial time. In most cases, both the adjoint
and ensemble sensitivity analyses highlighted forecast sensitivity along the AR core,
its edges in the vicinity of fronts, and in the
warm conveyor belt. Within these cloudy and
data-sparse regions of moisture convergence,
subsequent precipitation and diabatic heating
are known to influence frontogenesis and cyclogenesis, which feed back into the evolution
of water vapor transport and modify downstream precipitation impacts. Dropsonde data
collected in these dynamically active regions
are valuable for evaluating model representation of the fundamental processes that govern
AR evolution in global models.
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Milestones

2016

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers begins support of AR Recon through the CW3E
Forecast Informed Reservoir Operations Program

×

First dedicated AR Recon flights in partnership with NCEP, with 2 USAF C-130
aircraft: 6 total flights and 272 dropsondes released

×

2017

Assessment of lessons learned in 2016, and planning for 2018 season

×

AR Recon 2016 data help define AR dynamics and kinematics in the American
Meteorological Society Glossary of Meteorology

×

California Department of Water Resources begins support of AR Recon through
the CW3E AR Research Program

×

2018

2019

2020

Second AR Recon season, including support from the NOAA G-IV aircraft and 2
USAF C-130s: 13 total flights and 361 dropsondes released

×

AR Recon Modeling and Data Assimilation Steering Committee formed

×

Use of NRL COAMPS adjoint model to inform flight targeting

×

×

×

GPS-Radio Occultation deployment on NOAA G-IV or USAF C-130

×

×

×

Interagency workshops at ECMWF, NCEP, CW3E

×

×

×

Publication using dropsonde observations to document errors in ECMWF data
assimilation first guess fields in AR conditions

×

Third AR Recon season, with 2 C-130s: 9 total flights and 291 dropsondes

×

Deployment of drifting buoys with partners at Scripps and ECMWF

×

×

Data denial runs completed at NRL, ECMWF, NCEP, NCAR, and CW3E, and
preliminary assessment of AR Recon forecast impacts

×

×

AR Recon called for in OFCM’s National Winter Season Operations Plan

×

Congress appropriates funds in NOAA for AR Recon G-IV and NCEP

×

×

Impact of AR Recon in the NAVGEM forecast model
was found to be similar to that of entire North American Radiosonde network

×

Congress appropriates funds in Air Force for AR Recon

×

Fourth AR Recon season. Two C-130s and the NOAA G-IV flew 17 IOPs and
released a total of 733 dropsondes

×

Planned: AR Recon 2021 from 8 January to 31 March, 3 aircraft

Across intensive observation periods (IOPs)
in the 2018, 2019, and 2020 AR Recon campaigns, multiple aircraft missions were leveraged to effectively sample sensitive regions of
ARs and their associated meteorological features (e.g., shortwaves, upper-level jets, etc.),
with consideration for their potential impact
on forecast systems. The average number of
planned dropsondes per mission per aircraft
was 25. Dropsondes were primarily released
within the GFS data assimilation update cycle
centered on 0000 UTC and spanning 2100–
0300 UTC.
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Major milestones
in the development
of AR Recon.

Data assimilation impact studies

The dropsonde observations collected during
AR Recon enable both model assessment and
data-impact studies. Recent publications have
shown that although the overall structure of
ARs is well represented by forecast models,
significant errors exist in the simulation of
winds and humidity at differing vertical levels
that may be related to errors in convergence,
condensation, and resulting latent heat release, which in turn affect atmospheric evolution and predictability. Assimilated dropsonde
observations are expected to reduce wind and
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Organization chart detailing participating
individuals and their responsibilities during AR
Recon 2018.
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Staging locations of USAF and NOAA aircraft
that participated in AR Recon 2018 (white
stars), climatological frequency of ARs
during January and February (grayscale), and
percentage of winter-season precipitation
contributed by ARs (color fill). Only the USAF
aircraft were available in 2019.
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moisture uncertainty in ARs and may improve
forecasts of subsequent high-impact precipitation events.
Several studies preceding AR Recon had
limited success identifying the impact of targeted observations on forecast skill due to
issues including observation error, targeting
strategy, numerical modeling, assimilation
technique, and verification methodology.
While quantifying the impact of supplemental observations on the forecasts of modern
operational NWP systems remains challenging, recent publications using the AR Recon
data have demonstrated positive results,
including a per-observation impact 2 times
larger than that of the baseline downstream
radiosonde network across four 2018 cases.
Continued research that acknowledges and
learns from the limitations encountered in
early studies to develop targeting strategies
and data assimilation methodologies that are
better adapted to supplemental observations
are critical to demonstrating the benefit of AR
Recon. Additionally, the physical processes
in AR environments and forecast needs of
regional stakeholders pose a different set of
challenges for predictability and observation targeting than those studied previously,
and as a result it is imperative that targeting
and assimilation for AR Recon be carried out
with sufficient flexibility and independence to
adapt to the uniqueness of West Coast weather
and climate.

Summary

Precipitation from ARs is the primary driver of
regional water resources and weather-related
hazards over the U.S. West Coast. Although
there is a dearth of AR observations through
the full troposphere ahead of landfall, forecasting these features can be more skillful
at long lead times than that of precipitation
alone and can be leveraged to increase forecast lead time of high-impact events, though
important forecast challenges remain at
0–4-day lead times. To provide increasingly
skillful forecasts of ARs and their associated
impacts on the spatial and temporal scales
that are relevant to regional stakeholders,
improved observations ahead of landfall are
required, including through airborne observation campaigns
AR Recon is a research and operations partnership that supports improved prediction
AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY

of landfalling ARs on the U.S. West Coast by
supplementing conventional data coverage
with dropsonde observations of atmospheric
profiles within ARs, GPS-ARO observations of
oblique atmospheric profiles providing information about temperature and moisture, and
surface pressure measurements from drifting
buoys. Advancements in the fundamental science related to ARs, made possible through
unique data from airborne reconnaissance,
will also benefit NWP data assimilation and
model system development as well as the forecasting of these features. Given that NWP is an
initial value problem that benefits from reducing analysis error, and there is a need for better understanding AR dynamics and forecast
challenges, AR Recon’s ongoing scientific commitments and recent inclusion in the National
Winter Season Operations Plan are expected to
result in substantially improved outcomes for
water management and emergency preparedness in the West.

METADATA
BAMS: What would you like readers to learn
from this article?
Forest Cannon (University of California, San
Diego): AR Recon emerged from a need to
support water management decisions and
flood forecasting in the western United
States, where atmospheric rivers are the
primary source of precipitation. One avenue
to address forecast needs included developing and testing the potential of targeted
airborne and buoy observations over the
northeast Pacific to improve forecasts
at lead times of 1–5 days. Innovations in
targeting methods, data assimilation,
and regional forecast skill requirements
are pursued through collaborative,
cross-disciplinary, science-based strategies.
Anna Wilson (University of California, San
Diego): AR Recon is a key component of the
nation’s weather readiness. Atmospheric
rivers bring most of the precipitation that
falls during the wet season on the West
Coast of the United States, and forecasts
of their intensity, duration, and landfall
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location require improvement to
support western U.S. water management needs. AR Recon provides
additional observations at targeted
locations over the northeast Pacific
to improve the representation of
the initial state of the atmosphere
in operational numerical weather
prediction models. AR Recon is designed as a research and operations
partnership, and includes state-ofthe-art sensors like dropsondes and
ocean drifters along with innovative measurements like airborne
radio occultation.
BAMS: How did you become
interested in the topic of this
article?
FC: My work has focused on
hydrometeorological forecasting
and decision-support tools for
water management. Many of the
fundamental challenges in predicting high-impact precipitation in the
western United States relate back to
the ability of global weather models to represent the finescale details
of atmospheric rivers. The AR Recon
program has been an opportunity
to address a prediction challenge
at its origin and to understand how
that translates all the way through
the system to operational water
management.
AW: I have been interested in AR
Recon and in airborne field campaigns in general since I first started
graduate school in hydrometeorology. There is so much we can learn
about storm evolution and multiscale processes by directly sampling them at high spatiotemporal
resolution. Beyond the novel scientific data, the AR Recon Research
and Operations Partnership is an
exciting framework to document.
There is deep engagement with
experts in areas including synoptic
and mesoscale forecasting, numerical weather prediction, and data
assimilation. We also work very
closely with stakeholders as well as
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flight directors at the U.S. Air Force
and NOAA.
BAMS: What surprised you the most
about the work you document in
this article?
FC: The most surprising aspect of
this research was the volume of
side projects that grew out of the
daily forecast and flight planning
discussions. Having a large group
of engaged experts from various
fields of weather research on a
call every morning for two months
a year leads to an unbelievable
amount of insight, questions, and
hypotheses about how the atmosphere is evolving and where challenges in our ability to predict it
originate. Over the past five years
of involvement in the program,
dozens of ideas and collaborations
have emerged from these morning
discussions.
AW: The most surprising part of
this work was the level of effort
of so many participants, over the
entire year, to conduct AR Recon
and then to do the data impact
assessments. The extensive, diverse
collaborator network includes
academic institutions, national and
international government agencies, and stakeholders. Benefits
were also much more wide-ranging than just improving forecasts
with better initial conditions—we
were also able to address scientific
physical process questions, and
modelers have been able to assess
their data assimilation schemes
and other parameterizations using
these observations.
BAMS: What was the biggest challenge you encountered while doing
this work?
FC: Daily forecast meetings
through the duration of a twomonth campaign can become a
grind—especially when periods
of active weather coincide with

requirements from our regular
jobs (e.g., a proposal deadline).
Over the years, we’ve refined our
approach to planning intensive
observation periods (IOPs) so that
we’re a bit more efficient, but we
still depend on a lot of individual
scientists’ time away from their
primary research activities, and
that can become challenging.
AW: This is kind of silly, but time
zones were surprisingly hard to
keep track of! We have partners
working on this project on three
different continents and often six
different time zones, plus UTC. I
ended up having to make cheat
sheets to keep track of deadline
times for decisions and flight
days.
BAMS: What impact will the data
collected so far have on future
campaigns?
FC: AR Recon has become an annual
campaign. We collected data
from an additional 17 IOPs in 2020
and, at the time of writing, we’ve
flown another 16 IOPs in 2021. The
sampling efforts have expanded
the amount of data available for
physical process and data-impact
studies (a number of which have
been published or are in the publication process), and our capacity
to quantify observation impact via
data denial experiments has also
grown.
BAMS: What’s next? How will you
follow up?
AW: Recurring wintertime AR
Recon is now officially called for by
NOAA. We will continue to collect
these important datasets and refine
our targeting strategies based on
what proves most useful in the
data-impact studies. We will also
maintain efforts to become more
efficient at flight planning and
hopefully move toward real-time
assimilation of ARO data.
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